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Simplicity through technology
For Print Apply, Evolabel means Sustainability, Safety, Uptime and Lower Costs.

Evolabel assists you in meeting your sustainability 
objectives. Whether thermal transfer, thermal 
direct, compostable label, recyclable plastic label 
or liner, the innovative controlled automatic torque 
system (CATS) with only 3 rollers lets you choose 
the most sustainable label for the application.

Whether a simple tamp carton applicator or a pallet 
labeller, Evolabel makes it safe. Evolabels BlowVac 
applicator uses air instead of mechanics, the Quick-
Tamp senses height automatically stopping at the 
right distance and FlexWipe Pallet System feels 
any human interventions.

        We needed a print apply unit that could readily 
handle a wide range of label types. Evolabel met 
or exceeded our expectations in every case.

Mark Dingley, CEO, Matthews Australasia ”“    …it applies the labels without any moving parts. 
This makes it live up to our high safety require-
ments, without any expensive and cumbersome 
safety covers. 

Hugo Lavoie, Technical Supervisor, L’Oréal Canada
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High uptime through quick-simple no-tool required 
printhead and label roll changeovers. Low 
downtime achieved by a minimalistic modular 
design with clear standard service procedures. In 
short, you can count on Evolabel “Simplicity 
through Technology” to make sure your line is 
always running.

   Before, we had a lot of downtime. ...the 
increased uptime we have today far surpasses our 
projections.   

Torbjörn Wiechert, Project Manager,  Arla Foods, 
Sweden ”“

Uptime – Always Ready
Automatic warnings for required maintenance (e.g. 
clean print head) cuts wear - fewer printheads. 
Your choice of label partner can save label costs. 
Quick-simple operations keep high uptime and 
save manpower costs. Evolabel continues to inno-
vate to make your overall cost of ownership the 
lowest possible.

      …we noticed that the life time of the print heads 
is much longer on the Evolabel systems than it 
was on our previous systems. 
 
Aram Sabir, Production Leader, Kronfågel, Sweden ”“

Low Operational Costs
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